first bridge illustrated in Charles de la Fosse's "Architecture in Portugal".

Bras e Soares in "D'Urg"ae in the Hill Farming Company.
Porto, Nunes, and others.
Sears Bridge (Wards)

Stitchless

Pettusville, Red Bridge

4½" high; 1½" wide

4½" high, 1½" wide

Can Easton, Ohio

St. Charles (Illinois)

Tudor Bridge (New York)

Nineteenth Century cable stay.

Bellevue, north side, New Jersey.

Tunerville.

Ed. Harris

Tunk Bridge.

Penry Bridge

Penry Bridge (New York).

Queen Bridge (New York)

Over, west side, New Bridge.

Vander, west side, New Bridge.

Westley's pens, west side, New Bridge.

Ranier Bridge (New York)